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Abstract

We present a new environment for browsing
a visual landscape inhabited by digital movies
that live� interact and play in a graphical vir�
tual world� The movies are modeled as au�
tonomous agents which have their own sensors
and goals and which can interpret the actions
of the participant and react to them� Our en�
vironment allows one�or more�people to in�
teract with the HyperPlex world through the
use of vision techniques� No goggles� gloves or
wires are needed� interaction takes place with
the use of computer vision techniques that an�
alyze the image of the person� An extension of
this system to a multi�user game is currently
being considered�

� Introduction

The HyperPlex system assembles work from three dif�
ferent research groups� Vision and Modeling� Interactive
Cinema� and Autonomous Agents�
Research in the Vision and Modeling group at the

Media Laboratory allows interaction without the use of
cumbersome device or cables� When users are in front of
a big display screen� the use of a mouse and a keyboard
to issue commands to the system is extremely limiting�
It is much better if interaction takes place by the use of
gesture and voice recognition systems �multi�modal in�
teraction�� The user becomes a 	D�mouse that can point
at or highlight di
erent portions of the screen� and give
simple commands �Darrell et al�� ����
Research at the Interactive Cinema group has cre�

ated a video browsing environment for large databases
of digital video �Davenport� �	�� by making the spa�
tial dimension of the displayed information �i�e�� where
things appear on the screen� as important as its tem�
poral dimension �i�e�� what comes after what in a video
sequence�� The conceptual characteristics of each video
clip are associated with physical locations� and users
browse the database by steering through this �concep�
tual space�� The challenge that this research group has
been faced with is the construction of storyteller systems
that handle variable� non�linear� multi�threaded narra�
tives�

Research by the Autonomous Agents group has con�
sidered how computer programs ��agents�� should re�
spond to user�s activity given their internal motivation�
past history and a perceived environment with its atten�
dant opportunities� challenges and changes �Maes� ����
Moreover� the pattern and rhythm of the chosen activi�
ties should be such that it neither dithers between mul�
tiple activities nor persists too long in a single activity�
It should be capable of interrupting a given activity if
a more pressing need or if an unforeseen opportunity
arises�
Finally� navigation in such a graphical virtual environ�

ment implies considering not only the construction of a
visually compelling virtual world but also providing the
users with visual cues that help them orient themselves
in the simulated reality�

� The HyperPlex

The HyperPlex consists of a many�dimensional virtual
building inhabited by digital movie clips and other vi�
sual objects �photographs� text� graphics�� The user
can navigate around the building exploring the di
er�
ent rooms in each �oor and moving from one �oor to
another through virtual doors� corridors� and elevators�
Each part of the building is associated with a partic�
ular cluster of topics� For example� one set of rooms
might concern a particular set of people� places� politics�
and time� in addition� nearby rooms would share some
common theme �e�g�� adventure� special e
ects� fun� or
romantic��
Movies live in this space and can appear at many dif�

ferent locations in the building according to the sub�
ject�information of their component clips �subsegments�
�see �g� ��� Each movie clip appears in the form of a
window on the screen showing a keyframe from the clip�
Keyframe windows can move around in a manner that
tries to re�ect the �personality� of each clip �see �Las�
seter� ���� Johnson� ����� keyframe windows also re�
act to the user�s gestures and voice in a manner charac�
teristic of the clip�
The behavior of each visual object is modeled us�

ing Blumberg�s computational model of action�selection
�Blumberg� ��a�� In Blumberg�s framework an agent�s
set of activities is organized as a loose hierarchy with the
top of the hierarchy representing more general activities



Figure �� Movie clip competing for attention in the
magic room

and the leaves representing more speci�c activities� Ac�
tivities compete on every time step for the the control of
the agent that engages in a single activity at a time� A
movie�s goal is to play itself and to compete with other
movies to catch the user�s attention� Movies form a com�
munity where movies associated with similar concepts
collaborate with each other� whereas movies pertaining
to distant concepts compete to play or to have a central
position on the display screen�
The user can �call a movie�� �grab a movie�� �play

a movie�� �play a movie again�� �send a movie away��
�send a movie to another user as a postcard�� �take a
movie�� �ask more info about a movie� �that comes in
the form of text�� �stop a movie that is playing��like us�
ing a smart gesture�driven VCR�or just let the movies
organize themselves dynamically on the screen and play
as a result of the interaction amongst themselves and the
graphical world they are immersed in�

� A Dynamic Display

Practically all current multimediaapplications are point�
and�click applications where the visual display is static
and nothing happens until the user clicks on the �right
spot�� The user may be involved either in an explo�
ration or in a role�playing type of game but the objects
that appear in the display can only be turned on and
o
�according to the user�s interests� We call this type
of display static because the objects it contains�text�
graphic� photographs or video clips�always appear in
the same position on the screen and their appearance is
always triggered by the same type of action� The main
drawback of static point�and�click displays is that the
behavior of the user is reduced to clicking on all the the
possible active spots and as a consequence the user may
lose interest in the game or application after the space
has been explored completely�
Dynamic displays o
er instead a more compelling or�

ganization of the visual material layout� Each object has
a notion of where to go� stay� its size� and movement ac�
cording to the context in which it appears �background��

Figure �� Movie clip in an Escher�esqe environment�

Moreover the motor behavior of the objects is a function
of their �personality� i�e� content and goals� The back�
ground is a dynamic object itself as it can attract or push
away selectively certain objects in speci�c regions of the
space and transform itself according the type and con�
tent of the visual material it holds �see �g� ��� Objects
relate to themselves as a community of agents where hi�
erarchy is built locally in space and time when two or
more objects inhabit the same space and it is weighted
by the user�s past interactions with the display� As a re�
sult of the interaction of its objects amongst themselves
and with the user� the display becomes a dynamic envi�
ronment where the visual material re�arranges itself over
time in a meaningful manner and is animated by its own
internal dynamic and not uniquely by the intervention of
the user� The display is responsible for where objects
appear over time and how� When the objects are to
appear is the result of the user�s input together with the
intern dynamic of the display and what visual material
is shown depends on the orchestrator of the environment
�the storyteller� that takes into consideration all of the
above elements�
Blumberg�s behavior based autonomous agents� model

�Blumberg� ��b� o
ers an ideal framework to develop
dynamic displays� It provides tools to build animated
characters for interactive virtual environments that are
not only capable of autonomous action but respond also
to the user�s input�
Dynamic displays may also o
er one possible answer

to the aesthetic question raised by �Youngblood� ����

How has the corpus of aesthetic strategies in�
herited in a medium like photography or �lm
transferred over to electronic media and espe�
cially to the code�

They allow� image transformation ��if mechanical cin�
ema is the art of transition� electronic cinema is the art of
transformation��� parallel event streams ��past� present
and future can be spoken in the same frame at once���
temporal perspective� and the image as object ��with code
it becomes a trivial matter to remove the image from the
frame and treat it as an object� an image plane������



They also satisfy some of the criteria for creating com�
pelling interactive systems proposed by Brenda Laurel in
A Taxonomy of Interactive Movies �Laurel� ����

� � �you need to think about intelligent
animation� characters who know what they
look like and how they move � � � it means gen�
erating �or retrieving� and then manipulating
backgrounds as the action is pieced together� � �

� Content Orchestration and Game
Design

Content orchestration is strictly dependent on the orga�
nization of the visual material on the display� However
we make use of two distinct levels of representation� the
plot level and the presentation level �Galyean� ���� At
the plot level the orchestrator of the environment records
the past events and plans ahead while the user�s input
continuously in�uences the presentation� Although the
user is engaged in exploring the HyperPlex� the inter�
active form of our system is not uniquely �navigational�
�Laurel� ���� Where the user goes does a
ect the world
and the user�s previous choices of the content also deter�
mines the subsequent material presented� The �narra�
tive form� of the HyperPlex is reinforced by the person�
alization of the visual objects in the display that try to
catch the user�s attention in order to attain their goal of
being seen� Moreover we�re planning to have a version
of the HyperPlex where many users explore the environ�
ment at the same time� Each user would �connect� to
the world from its own location and engage in a game
with the other users present at the same time� An inter�
esting solution to having many users sharing the same
environment that we would like to explore is the one
proposed by �Ishii et al�� ���� The key design idea of
their collaborative medium is to make use of translucent
overlay to combine the workspaces of the di
erent users
together with the users� image� Other solutions that
involve interactive control of the camera in the virtual
world are also being taken into consideration �Drucker et
al�� ����
The design of the user interface is based on the anal�

ysis of popular computer games �Crawford� ���� The
art of game design comes in constructing a set of dif�
ferent possible interactions with the environment� �The
di
erence between the New Hollywood and the Old is
that computer games are �interactive cinema� in which
the game player takes on the role of the protagonist�
�Friedman� ���� However most of the adventure or ex�
plorative type of computer games currently on the mar�
ket do not have a �content orchestrator� or story�telling
system� They import a narrative structure from popular
stories and reduce the narrative trajectory of the user
to a succession of enchanted worlds to explore �Fuller
and Jenkins� ���� Our approach aims to orchestrate
the presentation of the visual material in the HyperPlex
with respect to the content and the temporal structure
�Davenport et al�� �	�� all embedded in a game� Users
communicate with each other through magicmirrors� go�
ing to meeting rooms and can exchange messages and ob�
jects having a virtual dog traveling through the di
erent

Figure 	� User interacting with a movie clip�

users� environment�

� Human�Computer Communication
for Dynamic Displays

When navigating in a virtual environment and meeting
both virtual and real characters the use of a keyboard
or mouse to give an input to the system can be heavily
limiting� First of all� in certain interface tasks using a
gesture� rather than clicking or choosing from a menu�
can give the user a better feeling of the responsiveness
of the system� Also there are tasks that can be given
uniquely with gesture input �Kurtenbach and Hulteen�
���� In our system where the user is constantly in�
teracting with a big screen so as to create an immersive
type of environment the use of �audio�visual gestures to
interact with the environment becomes a key element of
the human�computer communication system �see �g� 	��

	 Interaction and Gesture Recognition

The interactive environment interface is built to be en�
tirely non�invasive� The use of a computer vision system
to measure the user eliminates the need to harness the
user with many sensors and wires� A large display for�
mat allows an immersive experience without the need for
head�mounted displays and opens the environment up to
multiple users �Russell et al�� ����
The vision system is composed of several layers� The

lowest layer uses adaptive models to segment the user
from the background� This allows the system to track
users without the need for chromakey backgrounds or
special garments� The models also identify color seg�
ments within the users silhouette �see �g� ��� This al�
lows the system to track important features �hands� even
when these features aren�t discernible from the �gure�
ground segmentation� This added informationmaymake
it possible to deduce general 	D structure of the user� al�
lowing better gesture tracking at the next leyer�
The next layer uses the information from segmentation

and blob classi�cation to identify interesting features�
bounding box� head� hands� feet� and centroid� These



Figure �� Backsub window showing a dithered sketch of
the input video� �gure�ground segmentation� and blob
classi�cations �grey reagions within the foreground sil�
houette��

features can be recognized by thier characteristic impact
on the silhouette �high edge curvature� occulsion� and
a priori knowledge about people �heads are usually on
top��
The highest layer then uses these features� combined

with knowledge of the human body� to detect signi�cant
gestures� Audio processing included at the various levels
will allow the system to use knowledge of human dialog
to better recognize both audio and visual gestures�
These gestures become the input to the behavioral sys�

tems of the agents in the simulated environment� This
abstraction allows the environment to react to the user
on a higher� more meaningful and in�ected level �see
�g� ��� It can also allow us to avoid the distracting lag
inherent in many other immersive systems�


 Implementation

Each user station is comprised of several computers and
other hardware� A two�processor� R�����based SGI
Onyx computer with a Reality Engine graphics board
and Sirius video board generates the HyperPlex world
�graphics� movies� and behavior� and displays the results
on an �� by ��� projection display� A video camera above
the screen views the ��� by ��� workspace in front of the
display� An R�����based SGI Indigo� computer with a
Galileo video board uses the input from this camera to
track the user and interpret gestures� The two machines
communicate via TCP sockets�
Multiple user stations will communicate via TCP�

Each station will maintain it�s own copy of world state
and will generate and display its own instantiation lo�
cally� Communication will involve changes to world
state� audio from other users� and possibly low frame
rate video images of other users�

� Conclusion

The HyperPlex system is an interactive spatially�
organized browser� The system is presented as a movie
browser but this idea can be easily extended to a Virtual
Museum� Electronic Exhibition Space or Photographic
Magazine exploring system� Both serious and game ver�
sions of HyperPlex can be built according to the type of
target user�s��

Figure �� System architecture of the HyperPlex
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